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Introduction
Let (P, ) be a nonempty poset. Let S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a finite subset of P such that x i x j ⇒ i ≤ j and let f be a complex-valued function on P. The poset P is said to be locally finite if the interval [x, y] = {z ∈ P | x z y} is finite for all x, y ∈ P. If the greatest lower bound of x, y ∈ P exists, it is called the meet of x and y and is denoted by x ∧ y. If x ∧ y ∈ P exists for all x, y ∈ P, then (P, , ∧) is called a meet semilattice. Let (P, , ∧) be a meet semilattice. Then the n×n matrix (S) f , where ((S) f ) ij = f (x i ∧x j ), is called the meet matrix on S with respect to f. If the least upper bound of x, y ∈ P exists, it is called the join of x and y and is denoted by x ∨ y. If x ∨ y ∈ P exists for all x, y ∈ P, then (P, , ∨) is called a join semilattice. Let (P, , ∨) be a join semilattice. Then the n × n matrix [S] f , where ([S] f ) ij = f (x i ∨ x j ), is called the join matrix on S with respect to f.
If the poset (P, , ∧, ∨) is both, a meet semilattice and a join semilattice, it is called a lattice. The posets (Z + , |) and (Z + , ||), where | is the divisibility relation and || is the unitary divisibility relation, are locally finite meet semilattices and the poset (Z + , |) is also a locally finite lattice. Let S be a finite subset of Z + and let f be a complex-valued function on Z + . Let (x i , x j ) denote the greatest common divisor (GCD) of positive integers x i and x j and let [x i , x j ] denote the least common multiple (LCM) of positive integers x i and x j . The n × n matrix (S) f , where ((S) f ) ij = f ((x i , x j )), is called the GCD matrix on S with respect to f and the n × n matrix [S] f , where ([S] f ) ij = f ([x i , x j ]), is called the LCM matrix on S with respect to f. The n × n matrix (S α ) having (x i , x j ) α as its ij entry is called the power GCD matrix on S. For α = 1 we obtain the usual GCD matrix (S).
In 1876 Smith [18] calculated the determinant of the n × n matrix ((i, j)), having the greatest common divisor of i and j as its ij entry. Since that lots of results concerning determinants and related topics of GCD matrices, LCM matrices, meet matrices and join matrices have been published in the literature. (See for example [7] , [11] and [17] .) Wintner [20] published results concerning the largest eigenvalue of the n × n matrix having
as its ij entry and subsequently Lindqvist and Seip [12] investigated the asymptotic behavior of the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of the same matrix. Beslin and Ligh [3] proved that the usual GCD matrices are positive definite and thus their eigenvalues are real and positive. Bourque and Ligh [5] extended this result by proving that for any α > 0 the power GCD matrix is positive definite. Also Ovall [15] considered positive definiteness of GCD and related matrices. Balatoni [2] estimated the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of the n × n matrix ((i, j) ). Hong and Loewy [8] published results concerning the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues of power GCD matrices. Recently, Bhatia [4] investigated infinitely divisible matrices and considered GCD matrices as an example.
In this paper we consider the eigenvalues of meet and join matrices with respect to f. There are no results published in the literature concerning the eigenvalues of meet and join matrices. We give a lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of certain (real) positive definite meet and join matrices (see Sections 3 and 5). We adopt an argument similar to that used by Hong and Loewy [8, Theorem 4.2] to power GCD matrices. Our lattice-theoretic approach, however, makes it possible to consider also LCM matrices with the same method (and matrices with respect to f ). Further we give a region in which all the eigenvalues of a complex meet matrix (S) f with respect to f on meet closed set S and with respect to semimultiplicative f on join closed set S lie (see Section 4). Dually we give a region in which all the eigenvalues of a complex join matrix [S] f with respect to f on join closed set S and with respect to semimultiplicative f on meet closed set S lie (see Sections 4 and 6). These results on complex meet and join matrices are new even for GCD and LCM matrices.
Preliminaries
A complex-valued function f on P × P such that f (x, y) = 0 whenever x y is called an incidence function of P. If f and g are incidence functions of P, their sum f + g is defined by
and their convolution f * g is defined by The inverse of ζ under the convolution is called the Möbius function of P and it is denoted by µ. For further material see for example [1] , [13] and [19] .
We next review some preliminary results on meet matrices. Let (P, , ∧,0) be a locally finite meet semilattice that has the least element0 such that0
x for all x ∈ P. Let S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, with x i x j ⇒ i ≤ j, be a finite subset of P. The order ideal generated by S is defined as ↓ S = {z ∈ P | ∃x ∈ S, z x}.
Let f be a complexvalued function on P. We associate f with restricted incidence function f d of (P, , ∧,0) by the formula
Proposition 2.2. [16, Theorem 12] Let S be meet closed and let E and
We next review some preliminary results on join matrices. Let (P, , ∨,1) be a locally finite join semilattice that has the greatest element1 such that x 1 for all x ∈ P. Let S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, with x i x j ⇒ i ≤ j, be a finite subset of P. The dual order ideal generated by S is defined as ↑ S = {z ∈ P | ∃x ∈ S, x z}.
Let f be a complexvalued function on P. We associate f with restricted incidence function f u of (P, , ∨,1) by the formula
Proposition 2.5. Let S be join closed. Let E be the matrix defined in (2.1) and let
Proposition 2.5 can be proved in a similar way to Proposition 2.2. For the sake of brevity we do not present the details. 
We next review preliminary results on presenting certain meet matrices in terms of join matrices and certain join matrices in terms of meet matrices.
Let (P, , ∧, ∨) be a locally finite lattice. Let S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, with x i x j ⇒ i ≤ j, be a finite subset of P. Let f be a complex-valued function on P. We say that f is a semimultiplicative function if
Let K(n) denote the set of all n × n lower triangular 0,1 matrices such that each main diagonal entry is equal to 1. Clearly every matrix X ∈ K(n) is real and nonsingular and thus XX T is positive definite. Now we define the positive constants c n [8] and C n depending only on n such that
In the following sections we use the constants c n and C n when we estimate eigenvalues of certain meet and join matrices.
Lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of certain positive definite meet matrices
In this section we provide a lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of certain positive definite meet matrices with respect to f on any finite subset of P. As examples we consider GCUD (greatest common unitary divisor) and GCD matrices. Eigenvalues of meet matrices and GCUD matrices have not hitherto been studied in the literature. 
Proof. Let A = (a ij ) denote the n × m matrix defined by
It follows from Proposition 2.1 that (S) f = AA T . We can permute the columns of A with any permutation matrix Q and AA T = (AQ)(AQ) T , so we may assume without loss of generality that
The matrix A can be written as
where B is an n × n matrix and C is an (m − n) × n matrix. Now
Let µ 1 (n) denote the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix BB T . Since
and the matrix CC T is positive semidefinite, we have (see, for example, [9,
Now, consider the n × n matrix B = (b ij ). We have
and thus the matrix B can be written as
where E is the matrix defined in (2.1) and
, where
Now, we use the spectral norm which we denote by || · ||. The matrix BB T is positive definite and thus the inverse B −1 exists and the largest eigenvalue of the matrix (
,
for any square matrix M , we have
Clearly, the matrix E belongs to the set K(n) defined in Section 2 and hence
||(EE
We conclude that Let f be an arithmetical function. Let λ 1 (n) denote the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix (S * * ) f having
as its ij entry. Since the least element of (Z + , ||) is 1, we have
Since ζ(y, x) = ζ x y for y||x and δ(y, x) = δ x y for y||x,
Now it follows from Theorem 3.1 that if
For instance, if f (n) = n α , where α ∈ R + , then (S * * ) f may be referred as the power GCUD matrix on S and (f * U µ [14] .
Example 3.2. Let (P, ) = (Z + , |)
. Now, the greatest lower bound of x i , x j ∈ Z + is their greatest common divisor,
Let S = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } ⊂ Z + be finite and let f be an arithmetical function and let µ denote the number-theoretic Möbius function. We can easily show (as in Example 3.1) using Theorem 3.1 that if
where * is the Dirichlet convolution. We want to remind that Hong and Loewy [8] have already covered the case f (n) = n α , where α ∈ R + , of this example.
attempt to estimate eigenvalues of a meet matrix that is complex (and symmetric). All the eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix are real but this is not the case for complex symmetric matrices. We here consider meet matrices with respect to any f on meet closed sets. As a corollary we obtain dual results for join matrices respect to semimultiplicative f on meet closed sets. 
where
Proof. Let E denote the matrix defined in (2.1) and let
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that (S) f = EDE
T . Let |A| denote the matrix of the absolute values of the entries of the matrix A. We have
The matrix |D| can be written as
The matrix EΛ(EΛ)
is positive semidefinite and thus its spectral radius is
Now, we have
and since the matrix E belongs to the set K(n) defined in Section 2, we have
It is known (see, for example, [9, p. 501] ) that if A and B are n × n matrices such that the matrix B has nonnegative entries and B ≥ |A|, then every eigenvalue of the matrix A lies in the region
we conclude that every eigenvalue of the matrix (S) f lies in the region
Obviously Theorem 4.1 may also be used to find an upper bound for the largest eigenvalue of the meet matrix (S) f with respect to a real f on meet closed set S.
Remark 4.1. If the set S is lower closed, then it follows from Proposition 2.3 that
and hence in Theorem 4.1 we have
Lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of certain positive definite join matrices
In this section we convert Theorem 3.1 on meet matrices into the setting of join matrices, that is, we provide a lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of certain positive definite join matrices with respect to f on any finite subset of P. As an example we consider LCM matrices. We do not examine LCUM matrices here, since LCUM does not always exist. We will study this topic in another paper. 
Then it follows from Proposition 2.4 that [S] f = AA T . We may assume without loss of generality that
Let µ 1 (n) be the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix BB T . We have
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Consider now the n × n matrix B = (b ij ). We have
The matrix B can be written as
We have
we have
||(BB
We conclude that
It is not as easy to utilize results on eigenvalues of join matrices to eigenvalues of LCM matrices as to utilize results on eigenvalues of meet matrices to eigenvalues of GCD matrices. The problem is that there does not exist a greatest element in Z + . Korkee and Haukkanen [11, p. 54] , however, have found a way to transfer their results on determinants of join matrices to determinants of LCM matrices. In the following example we use an approach similar to that when we apply Theorem 5.1 to LCM matrices. The following corollary concerning meet matrices on join closed sets follows from Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 6.1. In this article we concentrated on the eigenvalues of meet and join matrices. It would be possible to investigate the eigenvalues of other related matrices, for example reciprocal matrices f (x i ∧ x j )/f (x i ∨ x j ), by using the same methods.
